3Sixty at SCI
Technology and Society Summer Program

Gain knowledge and skills in critical data thinking and advocacy to be engaged and informed citizen leaders in a data-fueled democracy!

What is 3Sixty?
Students from many backgrounds and different experiences will foster interdisciplinary knowledge that benefits students in their own majors.

A primary focus of 3Sixty is to support the research, educational development, and social activities of Pitt students who have been denied access to opportunities like this due to targeted systemic oppression, discrimination, and exclusion.

Who can participate?
This program is open to all Pitt students! Applications from those who may be members of an underrepresented group in computing and information are especially encouraged to apply.

Program Structure
Students participate as a cohort, completing three courses (worth three credits each) and an out-of-the-classroom project with a community partner. Courses include:

- ENGLIT 0512 - Narrative and Technology**
- CS 0012 - Introduction to Computing for the Humanities*
- CMPINF 1205 - Comparative Digital Privacies*

*Counts as General Education Requirements for the Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences (A&S)
**Counts as General Education Requirements for SCI

Program Benefits

- A dedicated cohort leader, instructors, and peer mentors from multiple schools to foster a supportive learning experience
- Insight about technology and its relationship to societal concerns for various areas of study
- Bridge into the SCI/A&S Digital Narrative and Interactive Design major
- Preparation for future data-oriented coursework within SCI
- Opportunity to bring your unique perspective to information and technology issues
- Tuition scholarships are available from $2,000 and up to full tuition

Apply here!